Tessent Embedded SDK
Analytics IP, and provides a direct
connection to the Embedded Analytics
message infrastructure.

Integrated on-chip analytics
Key features
• Configures and controls Embedded
Analytics IP with no additional
external hardware
• Service and API based architecture
provides abstracted interface to IP
• Optimized message codec
facilitates easy connection
between services and Embedded
Analytics Secure Message
Infrastructure
• Run-time configuration of the
Embedded Analytics IP
• Multi-ISA processor debug and
trace

Overview
The Tessent Embedded SDK is a set of
software libraries designed to be
compiled and run on an embedded
system within an SoC. It provides a way
to configure and control Embedded
Analytics monitors from within the SoC
itself, and process the resulting systemlevel behavioral data.
Embedded SDK allows the creation of a
self-contained monitoring and analytics
environment on-chip. It consists of a set
of APIs that opens up access to the full
functionality of Tessent Embedded

The Embedded SDK is delivered in
source code form allowing the design
team to create custom applications
quickly and efficiently and compile
those into any embedded system.
Tessent IP brings unprecedented
visibility into the operation and status
of the SoC into which it is deployed. The
Embedded SDK provides a way to
configure, control and process data
from Tessent IP without having to
connect an external software utility.
While this is useful during SoC bring-up,
it is invaluable during in-field
deployments where an external
connection to the SoC is often simply
not possible.

• Hardware-tracker time service
• AXI Communicator driver
• MISRA-C2012 compliant

The Embedded SDK within a system-on-chip
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Overview: autonomous on-chip
status monitoring
Tessent Embedded Analytics offers a
suite of semiconductor intellectual
property that allows chip designers
to incorporate intelligent self-analytic
capabilities in SoCs. This IP includes
analytics modules, communicators
and a secure message infrastructure.
Hardware, firmware, and software
teams need an efficient, easy-to-use
tool suite to configure and communicate with this IP once it is deployed.
Configuring the IP swiftly and accurately is essential to the correct operation of the analytics and monitoring
system, while interpreting the output
from the analytics subsystem is fundamental to realizing its value.
The Embedded SDK facilitates the
implementation of an autonomous
mechanism to continue to run and
manage the analytics subsystem –
even after the SoC is deployed in the
field. It allows for an entirely on-chip
configuration and analysis solution
that can independently configure
and manage Tessent Embedded
Analytics IP.
Information obtained and processed
via the Embedded SDK can be used
to make decisions locally. For example in self-driving automotive applications, Embedded SDK libraries can
be included in code running on the
SoC to warn of stuck pixels on an
image sensor and let the main CPU
decide what course of action to take.
Alternatively, system and status data
can be captured, processed and
either actioned, discarded, or
recorded for later download and
offline processing, for example in
performance monitoring or predictive maintenance applications.
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Key features
Service Layer
A service is a software component
which receives messages from the
message infrastructure. Services receive
messages as annotated messages and
do not need awareness of the format of
a message at lower levels. This
abstraction of the IP interface minimizes
the engineering effort required to
consume data from or configure Tessent
Embedded Analytics, enabling
engineers to focus on generating
valuable insights from the data. The
service layer contains a set of core
services needed for the application to
interact with the Embedded SDK
components.

AXI Bus Communicator driver
In nearly all cases the Embedded SDK
will be accompanied by a Bus
Communicator IP module, which serves
as an interface between the Tessent
Embedded Analytics subsystem and the
embedded processor. A dedicated AXI
Bus Communicator driver is supplied
with the Embedded SDK, to drive the
communicator module from apps which
make use of the Embedded SDK. The
driver implementation takes care of
low-level HW control while enabling
separation of kernel driver functionality
and the user-space application.

Message Codec
This component allows services and
applications to interact with messages
that are sent and received from
Embedded Analytics modules. It allows
services to access on-the-fly encode and
decode for Embedded Analytics
messages. This simplifies the
development of efficient embedded
applications that understand the
Embedded Analytics communication
protocol.

The message codec is unique in that it is
accessible from any Embedded SDK
layer and from outside the Embedded
SDK. It provides functions for message
parsing and manipulation as well as the
definition of the annotated message
structure The codec can read/write a
single field or iterate over a complete
message.

Intercom layer
The Intercom layer communicates with
the BUS Communicator using a lowlevel API, providing direct access to the
analytics modules in the Embedded
Analytics system. The Intercom layer
reads On-The-Wire compressed
messages that the Embedded SDK
converts to uncompressed Annotated
messages for use by the Service Layer
and embedded application.

Whole system solutions
The Embedded SDK integrates with the
Tessent Embedded Analytics on-chip
monitoring and analytics system, a
secure infrastructure that functions
completely independently of the main
system. It is part of a portfolio of
intellectual property including the
Embedded Analytics Status Monitor,
Trace Receiver, Trace Encoder (RISC-V)
and Static Instrumentation.
This allows engineers to create powerful
systems for on-chip analytics,
performance optimization and threat
detection and analysis.
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Use cases
Enhanced communicators
• By utilizing the Bus Communicator
and Embedded SDK libraries,
communication between the
Embedded Analytics subsystem and
the outside world can be enabled
over a range of protocols, for example
PCIe, Ethernet, or CAN bus.
Furthermore, the application can be
designed to enable or disable such
communication according to given
parameters, like whether an
authenticated connection has been
made to the SoC.

In-field analysis and optimization
• Using the Embedded SDK to configure
the Embedded Analytics subsystem in
a connected SoC, then using the
information passed back from the
subsystem to advise and warn the
central control system of error or
anomalous conditions within the SoC,
so that action can be taken.
Using a newly-implemented port
• Once the Embedded SDK has been
installed and equipped with
appropriate runtime code, it can
essentially continue to run

self-contained within the embedded
system. But given that the code
running on the SDK has access to
both the AXI bus and the Embedded
Analytics message infrastructure, this
gives it the flexibility to leverage new
physical interfaces appearing on the
main SoC buses. For example, a field
engineer may connect wirelessly to a
CAN bus within a vehicle; the
Embedded application would see a
new interface open up and be able to
use it to send data off-chip.
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